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PBIS Staff Program Implementation

What do experts say about motivating teachers? 

Todd Whitaker, author of Motivating and Inspiring Teachers, shares this experience: When he introduced a positive referral program in his school, student achievement 

increased. For example, teachers send discipline and failure referrals to notify parents and administrators about low grades or poor behavior. What if, instead, teachers 

sent positive referrals? Imagine how motivating it would be to call home and let a parent know that their child did a good deed or improved their grade in class. 

Similarly, principals can write positive referrals about their teachers. When observing a class or during a conference, the principal can focus on the positives. 

Compliments are motivating. When teachers are told what they are doing well, they will keep doing what they are doing well!

Stronger relationships develop when principals take time to notice teacher’ efforts and accomplishments. John Maxwell states, “recognition is a way to give meaning to a 

person’s existence.” Everyone needs  and wants praise.  A study completed by Blase and Blase showed that “Praise focusing on specific and concrete teaching behaviors 

significantly affected teacher motivation, self-esteem, and efficacy. It also fostered teacher reflective behavior, including reinforcement of effecting teaching strategies, 

risk taking, and innovation/creativity.

"With all teachers have to do, motivation is the key to keeping them focused and feeling worthy," principal Larry Davis told Education World.
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PBIS Staff Program Implementation

● All buildings implement PBIS program for staff

● Staff are recognized by giving tickets/PAWS/tokens to other staff members 

displaying positive and helpful behavior

● All buildings use tickets/PAWS/tokens to award/raffle rewards such as:

○ Wearing jeans/activewear

○ Parking spaces

○ Leaving with busses

○ Class coverage

○ Gift cards



● Building PBIS Money Allocation

○ One building used some funds for gift cards

○ Two buildings provided a PBIS breakfast

○ All other funds allocated toward student incentives

● Community Donations

○ Gift Cards

○ Parent goes out and collects from companies/businesses

○ $1 jeans day
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